
1 UN : Soldiers from Oscearta are gathering on the border to 

Oceana.  

 

 

1 UN: Bailloc and Widjhai have asked for cooperation from the 

international community if the outbreak spreads to their 

countries.  

 

 

 

2 UN: One large and aggressive international partner/country 

has suggested military intervention and is willing to commit its 

air force to strategic air strikes, if necessary 

 

 

 

2 UN: Representatives from the OCP have been visiting the 

capital of Bikteim.  

 

 

  



 

1 Multinational:  Scientists have confirmed that your 

company is the source of the infection and the infection causes 

Zombie Behavior Spectrum Disorder (infected individuals 

become zombies) 

 

 

1 Multinational : Despite the best efforts of your scientists, 

there is currently no cure or vaccine. Estimates suggest that a 

vaccine may be available in 6 months- 1 year.  

 

 

2 Multinational : Workers in your factories are asking a lot of 

questions about sick co-workers. The unions are meeting 

frequently with workers from your manufacturing plants.  

 

 

2 Multinational : The OCP has stated that if they come to 

power they will nationalize all industries and expel foreign 

investors from the country.  

  



 

1 Humanitarian: Your aid workers have discovered a 

dramatic increase in violence toward individuals exhibiting 

ZBSD in rural areas.  

 

 

1 Humanitarian: Fear and superstition have increased the 

population’s interest in the Movement for Conservative 

Nationalism politics. MCN representatives are trying to 

organize people in the rural areas to depose the current 

government. 

 

 

2 Humanitarian : Activists of the movement “Occupy Ocea” 

and workers organizations are working with you and are waiting 

for your instructions on whether they should increase political 

pressure or not.  

 

 

2 Humanitarian : Independent militia groups have set up 

road blocks restricting movement between rural areas and the 

cities.  

 

  



 

1 National government: Citizens in Ocea calling themselves 

“Occupy Ocea” are gathering in public parks and protesting the 

lack of government reponse to the outbreak.  

 

1 National government: Hospital workers report that the 

infections are much more serious than expected. The doctors 

don’t have the right medication to deal with all of the infected 

individuals and patients are becoming increasingly violent and 

dangerous for hospital staff.   

 

1 National government: The opposition party OCP is 

starting to publicly oppose your administration’s decisions.  

 

 

2 National government: Independent militia groups have set 

up road blocks restricting movement between rural areas and 

the cities.  

 

2 National government: The OCP has indicated that they are 

unwilling to negotiate with your government.  

 

2 National government: Government officials close to the 

GRI company executives have heard rumors that the 

pharmaceutical company is the cause of the outbreak.  

 


